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INT. J. HYPERTHERMIA, 1997, VOL. 13, NO. I ,  21-37 

The effects of artery occlusion on temperature homogeneity during 
hyperthermia in rabbit kidneys in vivo 

Z .  Q. JIA?, A. E. WORTHINGTONt$, R. P. HILL?$ and 
J.  W. HUNT?$* 
$Division of Experimental Therapeutics, Ontario Cancer Institute and 
?Department of Medical Biophysics, University of Toronto, 610 University 
Avenue, Toronto, ON Canada, MSG 2M9 

( Received;accepted) 

To investigate the role of arterial occlusion on temperature homogeneity during 
hyperthermia for deep seated tissue, a renal hyperthermia animal model has been 
established using New Zealand white rabbits. The effects of ultrasound-induced 
renal hyperthermia, with or without continuous and intermittent renal artery 
occlusion, were compared and analysed. Both continuous and intermittent occlusion 
showed certain protection of surrounding tissue and demonstrated improved 
temperature homogeneity and heating efficiency. The benefits of continuous vs. 
intermittent occlusion are compared and discussed as well. 

Key words; Hyperthermia, renal, temperature distribution, ultrasound, blood flow, 
vascular occlusion, kidney, animal. 

1. Introduction 
Studies with cells in culture have shown that thermal damage is both temperature 

and time dependent. In vivo studies have also demonstrated a close relationship 
between the temperature distribution achieved and hyperthermia outcome (Dewhirst 
et al. 1984; Oleson et al. 1989, 1993, Leopold et al. 1993). Many factors can affect 
temperature homogeneity during hyperthermia in vivo, including the specific absorp- 
tion rate (SAR) distribution of the applicator used to heat the tissue, differential 
absorption of energy by tissues, thermal conduction, and localized and regional blood 
flow. In many cases, blood-flow cooling may be the major factor in governing the 
treatment outcome. Both temperature increase and temperature distribution are flow- 
rate dependent (DeYoung et al. 1987, Hynynen et al. 1987, 1989). Any reduction in 
blood circulation alters heat transport, and thus changes the temperatures produced 
in tissues (Jain 1984, Reinhold 1986, Hahn 1987). 

What makes blood-flow cooling particularly important is that blood-flow in 
tumours is often not uniform. Thus, even if a homogeneous SAR distribution 
could be obtained in the tumour volume, the temperature in the tumour would be 
non-uniform owing to heterogeneous energy removal by blood flow. Localized cool 
regions may be found in the treatment field where tumour cells may survive, leading 
to regrowth of the tumour. Studies by Jain (1984). Boddie e t a / .  (1985a, b), Reinhold 
( 1986), Hahn ( 1987), Dewhirst et al. (1990), Brown el al. ( 1  992a), Prescott et a/. ( 1  992) 
and Levin et a/. (1994) have demonstrated that if blood flow is reduced or blocked, a 
great improvement in temperature homogeneity can be achieved. 

Since stopping blood circulation both improves the homogeneous temperature 
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distributions in superficial tumours and may have a synergistic effect during 
the treatments of superficial tumours, we hypothesized that the combination of the 
occlusion technique and hyperthermia for deep-seated organs can also produce 
the same or similar result. Several experiments on liver have been conducted which 
demonstrated improved efficacy for hyperthermia with hepatic artery embolization 
(Boddie et al. 1985b, 1986, Erichsen et al. 1985, Akuta et al. 1987). 

This paper is to test our hypothesis that occlusion in hyperthermia for deep-seated 
tissue should allow improved temperature homogeneity, heating efficiency, and poten- 
tial protection of surrounding tissue of deep-seated tumours. Occlusion of the renal 
artery was used in the model since the poorly perfused medulla, surrounded by a 
highly perfused cortex, mimics the vasculature pattern of many tumours (Endrich 
et al. 1979). A comparison of the effect of intermittent and continuous occlusion on 
tissue damage was also undertaken, to explore possible enhancement of the technique 
in terms of further decreasing its impact on normal tissue. 

2. Materials and methods 
2. I .  Experimental set-up 

Ten female New Zealand white rabbits weighing from 4.6 to 5 2 k g  (average 
4.7 kg) were used in the study. The animals were randomly divided into three groups, 
hyperthermia alone (H), hyperthermia with continuous occlusion of the renal artery 
(HO) and hyperthermia with intermittent occlusion of the artery (HIO) (see the note 
in Table 1 for the detailed protocols). The left kidney was usually selected for heating, 
while the right kidney was selected to carry out intermittent occlusion (10), or 
continuous occlusion (0) without hyperthermia. 

Under general anaesthesia induced by ketamine hydrochloride (40 mg/kg), xylazine 
(7.5 mg/kg) and phenobarbital sodium (25-30 mg/kg) premedication and maintained 
by halothane inhalation under continuous control, both kidneys and the renal arteries 
were exposed through a median incision. Type K thermocouples made of 64pm 
twisted Chrome1 and Alumel wires (California Fine Wire, Grover City, CA), were 
welded, inserted into 27 guage 37 stainless steel needles (Decton Dickinson, Toronto, 
ON, Canada) and fixed by cyanoacrylate glue just inside the needle’s point. Double 
thermocouples were inserted in 23 gauge needles and separated by 1 cm. As many of 
14 thermosensors were implanted in the kidney. In addition, one thermocouple was 
inserted into the abdominal wall between the bolus of the applicator and the kidney, 
and for most animals a second thermocouple was implanted into the lumbar muscle 
behind the kidney. In order to red\uce the effect of the intense distribution by 
ultrasound attenuation, all the thermocouples were inserted in the same plane and 
depth in the kidney, and perpendicular to  the ultrasound beam (Figure I ) .  

A surgical tourniquet consisting of a piece of 1-0 surgical silk suture and a piece of 
polyethylene tubing (internal diameter 1.14mm) was mounted around the renal artery 
close to its origin at the aorta. The abdominal contents, which had been gently pulled out 
of the abdomen cavity before the exposure of the kidney and the artery, were then 
replaced and an adequate amount of warm saline (at about 37°C) was infused into the 
cavity to drive out any trapped air. At least 15 min before the heating and/or occlusion 
of the renal artery 500 units/kg heparin was infused intravenously. 

After the treatment procedure (Table 1)  of either H, HO or HI0 was completed 
on the target kidney, 0 or I 0  occlusion was carried out on the opposite kidney. 
The kidneys, surrounding tissues, and the locations of the thermocouple were then 
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Abdominal 

Lumbar muscle 

1 . /\Abdominal wall 

Ureter T' 
Abdominal wall 

Kidney 

C-- Thermocouple 

No. 10 was inserted into the abdominal wall 
No. 1 1  was inserted into the lumbar muscle 

Figure 1 .  A typical experimental set-up. The upper section shows the arrangement of an 
ultrasound beam passing through the abdominal wall, the tourniquet used to occlude the 
renal artery, and the abdominal aorta. Up to 9 thermocouples, PI to P9, are inserted in the 
kidney, while PI0 and PI1 are inserted in the abdominal wall and lumbar muscle 
respectively. The lower section describes the orientation of the thermocouples in the 
kidney at similar distances from the ultrasound applicator. 
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Table I .  Occlusion studies of the rabbit kidney during hyperthermia treatments. 

Animal number Experiment protocol Muscle temperature Kidney size (cm) 
Left = L, Right = R (See footnote) measurement 

I L  
R 

2 L  
R 

3 L  
R 

4 L  
R 

5 L  
6 L  

R 
7 L  

R 
8 L  

R 
9 L  

10 L 
R 

H I 0  
0 

H I 0  
I 0  

H I 0  
I 0  

H I 0  
0 

HO 
HO 
0 
H 
I 0  
HO 
I 0  

HI0  
H 
0 

No 

No 

No 

No 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

4 x 3 ~ 2  
4 ~ 2 . 8 ~ 1 . 8  
4 . 5 ~ 3 ~ 2 . 3  
4 . 5 ~ 3  ~ 2 . 3  

Not available (NA) 
NA 

3 . 7 ~ 2 . 5 ~ 1 . 2  
3 . 7 ~ 2 . 8 ~ 1 . 5  

3.5 ~ 2 . 5  ~2 
3 . 8 ~ 2 . 8 ~ 2 . 2  
3.5 ~ 2 . 5  ~ 2 . 0  

NA 
NA 

3.8 x 2.5 x 2.3 
NA 

3.7 x 2.7 x 2.0 
4 . 0 ~ 3 . 0 ~ 2 . 0  

NA 

H: The target temperature was 41-43"C, to be maintained at this level for 12 min. (Owing 
to the extreme difficulty in achieving this temperature in the kidney and an unacceptably high 
temperature in the surrounding tissue, only two animals were studied using this protocol). 

HO: The kidney was heated close to the target temperature, and then a tourniquet was 
applied and the power level adjusted to maintain the temperature within 41-43°C for I2min. 

HIO: The kidney was heated close to the target temperature then a tourniquet was applied 
for 3 min. The power was adjusted to maintain the temperature within the target temperature 
range; the occlusion was released for 4min with the power on. These steps were repeated three 
more times so that the total occlusion time was also 12min. 

10: 
0: 

Similar to the procedure of H I 0  except that there was no heating. 
Similar to HO but no heating. 

examined grossly and the finding recorded. Finally the animal was sacrificed using 
the respiratory inhibitor, T61 (DIN 00294039, Hoechst, Canada Inc.), injected 
intracardiacly or intravenously, and the kidneys were harvested and fixed immediately 
with 10% formalin to prepare for histological examination. During the entire period 
of an experiment a heating pad and a heating lamp were used to maintain animal 
body temperature. 

2.2. Heating technique 
Hyperthermia was performed using a home-made ultrasound applicator with a 

planar PZT4 transducer ( 5  cm diameter), driven a t  a frequency of 1.43 f 0.058 MHz. 
A Hewlett Packard 8656A frequency synthesizer (Palo Alto, C. USA) provided 
the frequency modulated sine wave which was amplified by an EN 300A (Electronic 
Navigation Instruments, Rochester, NY, USA) 300 Watt (W) linear amplifier. The 
applicator was oriented so that the centre of the kidney was located on the axis of 
the ultrasound beam. Acoustic gel was used to couple the water bolus of the 
applicator and the shaved abdominal skin (Figure 1). The bolus temperature was 
maintained at  37-38°C. 
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2.3. Temperature monitoring 
During the whole period of an experiment the temperatures in the kidney, the 

surrounding tissue and the rectum were recorded continuously using a multifunction 
16 channel data acquisition system (Labmate, Sciemetrics, Nepean, ON, Canada). 
The accuracy of the system was 3 ~ 0 ~ 1 ° C  and it was stable with time (Brown et al. 
1992b for further details). Before each individual experiment, all thermocouples to be 
used in the experiment were calibrated in a waterbath with a secondary standard glass 
mercury thermometer (Fisher, Canada). 

2.4. Data analysis 
Three parameters were employed to  analyze the thermal data. Coefficient of 

variation (CV), heating efficiency factor (HEF "CjW)), and cooling coefficient, 
k,.(sec'). The CV is the standard deviation of all the temperatures (at equilibrium 
state in HO group and at maximum temperature in H and H I 0  groups) measured in 
the kidney divided by the mean temperature increase. This measure reflects the 
homogeneity of the temperature distribution. The HEF is the mean of the maximum 
temperature increase for all thermocouples in the kidney divided by the power 
employed during the heating. Thus HEF reflects the heating efficiency for a certain 
excitation power. According to our protocol, the average temperature in the kidney 
was not allowed to go >43"C. Therefore an equilibrium state was not possible 
without adjusting the electrical output accordingly, especially in HO experiments. 
Consequently, an estimated maximum temperature increase (used to calculate the 
HEF value) was extrapolated for both heating with and without the occlusion, using a 
modified program described by Provencher (1976) and Brown et al. (1988). 

The cooling coefficient, k,., is approximated from the equation: 

( T  - T,,,~,) = (T,,,,, - Tmin)e-kJ 

where T is the temperature of the kidney, T,,, is the temperature at the equilibrium 
state after blood flow was restored and power was turned off, and T,,, is 
the temperature at the moment just before the blood flow was restored (for HIO) 
and/or the power was turned off (for HO/H). The k,. value reflects local tissue 
cooling caused by blood perfusion or blood perfusion and conduction between the 
kidney surface and the surrounding tissue after the power was turned off (Roemer 
1990). 

The Mann-Whitney rank test was employed to compare the CV from the H, the 
HO, and the H I 0  experiments. The Student t Test was used to analyse HEF and k,. 
from H, HO as well as the k,. from different occlusion cycles in the H I 0  group. 

2.5. Histologicul e.xcrrnincrtion 
Four pieces of tissue from the identical parts of each kidney were prepared and 

examined under light microscopy. Three main histological changes were observed: 
congestion, cloudy swelling and hydropic degeneration. The findings were graded 
in{o one of five c1,asses (according to the presenFe ,and extent of the findings) such that 
'- = no effect, + /- = questionable, and +,  + + ,  and + ++ = increasing 
significance. A maximum rank of the individual scores was selected from those of 
four slides from each animal's kidney, then the Mann-Whitney rank test was used 
to analyse the findings. 
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Figure 2. An example of heating without occlusion using IOOW electrical power. When the 

power was turned on, temperatures in the kidney (P3 through P9) increased synchronously 
but soon diverged. By the time the power was turned off, the temperatures fell in a range of 
about 2°C with some of them already at an equilibrium state (P3 and P4) and the rest still 
rising. 

3. Results 
3.1. Temperature homogeneity under different protocols 

When heated without occlusion the temperatures of different regions of the kidney 
initially rise synchronously. But, as seen in Figure 2, the temperatures soon diverge. 
At approximately 300 s, the thermocouple at position (P3), which was located in the 
medulla close to the hilus of the kidney (where it would be near large vessels) reached 
equilibrium temperature. Meanwhile the temperature at P6, which was located in the 
upper pole of the kidney close to  the outer region of the cortex, continued to increase 
until the power was turned off. The difference between the maximum and minimum 
temperature at that time was > 2°C. As might be expected, after the power was turned 
off, the thermocouple at P3 went down to the equilibrium state first and that at P6 last. 

In contrast, the thermal profile for heating with occlusion demonstrated a quite 
different pattern. As seen in Figure 3, the renal artery was occluded (downward arrow 
labelled as ‘occlusion on’) soon after the power was turned on (upward solid triangle, 
120 W). Although the electric power output from the ultrasound amplifier was 
decreased repeatedly (from 120 to 40 W) the kidney temperatures kept rising until 
the power was decreased to 20 W at which point an equilibrium state was reached. 
The most striking observation was that the temperatures in different regions of the 
kidney fell in a narrow range of < 1°C; a range much smaller than that at  the start of 
the occlusion, and much less than that seen in Figure 2 (a temperature range of 
> 2°C). After the power was turned off and the occlusion was released, a temperature 
decay profile similar to that in Figure 2 was observed. 

The coefficient of variation (CV) values from five heating-without-occlusion 
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3.2. Hiwtiiig i $ i c i c w ~ ~ ~  of simple h~~pcvtliermirri riitrl thut (?1'li!pertIirr7nirr Ic3ith occlusion 
Figure 5 shows the results of an experiment in which the kidney was first heated 

without occlusion of the renal artery (see first A). After the power was turned off (first 
V )  and the teniperatures had returned to the equilibrium state, the kidney was heated 
again (second A) and, about 3min later, the artery was occluded (A). Twelve 
minutes later the occlusion was released (V). The increase of the temperatures in 
the kidney during hyperthermia alone (the first heating and second heating before the 
occlusion) was slower than that under hyperthermia with occlusion (second heating 
after the occlusion). In the first heating, though for a shorter period of time (about 
4 min after the power was turned on), an equilibrium state had already been reached 
for the thermocouple at P3, and for the other two thermocouples equilibrium was 

tDuring H I 0  or HO, the kidney was heated initially up to 41°C to facilitate the HO and 
HIO. and to supply additional thermal information. I t  was assumed that under this temperature 
there would not be any damage to the normal vasculature. 
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Power ON, 1OOW ( A )  Occlusion of Renal Artery ON ( & 
OFF R )  off (V) 
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Figure 4. Coefficients of variation for H, HIO, HO and each cycle of occlusion in HI0  
(HIO.1, H10.2, H10.3 and H10.4). The CV for H was obtained from one H experiment 
and four preheating experiments (note 2 in $3.1) in either HO or HIO. The CV for HO was 
from three HO experiments. The CV for H I 0  was from three H I 0  experiments. The CVs 
for each cycle of H I 0  were from corresponding cycles in the same H I 0  experiments from 
which the CV for H I 0  was obtained. The difference between HO and H was statistically 
significant (P < 0.05, Mann-Whitney test). 

46 

42 

38 

Figure 5. A example of an HO experiment demonstrating different heating efficiency of H and 
HO at the same power (100 W). The first heating without occlusion (t = 200 s to t = 400 s) 
demonstrated a slower temperature increase than the first heating with occlusion 
(t = 1200s to t = 1600s). At t = 1600s the power had to be switched off temporarily to 
keep the kidney temperature from getting too high. The second heating without occlusion 
(t = 1000 to t = 1200) showed an even slower temperature increase than did the first one 
(t = 200 s to t = 400 s). Also, under heating without occlusion, the temperature increase in 
the lumbar muscle (the curve labelled with 'x') was faster than that in the kidney. While 
under heating with occlusion, similar temperature increases were observed. 
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Figure 6. An example of an H experiment. Although the power was increased a number of 
times, the temperatures in the kidney ('PI ' through 'P9') did not increase significantly. The 
temperature in the lumbar muscle, however, increased so high that the experiment had to 
be stopped. 

being approached. However, for heating with occlusion, under identical power the 
temperatures increased quickly and continuously until the power had to be interrupted 
to keep the average temperature of the kidney < 43°C. 

The means (* S.E.) of the HEF values were 0.04 f 0.01 ("C/W) for the hyperthermia 
alone experiments (derived from six heating alone experiments, including those from 
preheating experiments in either HO or  H I 0  group); and 0 ~ 1 0 & 0 ~ 0 1  ( T j W )  for 
the hyperthermia with occlusion experiments (derived from eight occlusion with 
hyperthermia experiments, including those from both H O  and HIO). This difference 
is statistically significant, P < 0.01. 

3.3. Temperature chungr in the kidnev and in the surrounding tissue 
A lower temperature in the lumbar muscle behind the kidney was observed during 

hyperthermia with either continuous or intermittent occlusion compared to that in 
the hyperthermia alone group. In the H experiment, the temperature of the lumbar 
muscle reached as high as 52.5"C when the target temperature in the kidney was 
sustained between 41 and 43'C. In the HO and H I 0  groups the temperature of the 
muscle was <45 and 42'C respectively when the same kidney temperature was 
obtained. A typical H experiment is shown in Figure 6. After the power was turned on 
(first A), the temperature of the kidney increased initially but soon reached an 
equilibrium stale. Although the power was increased repeatedly, the temperatures 
inside the kidney increased only slightly. In contrast, the temperature in the lumbar 
muscle increased dramatically. In Figure 5, after the renal artery was occluded the 
target temperature in the kidney was reached very soon and the power level had to be 
turned off temporarily, which stopped the muscle temperature from continuing to rise. 
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An example of hyperthermia with intermittent occlusion (HIO). During heating, the 

renal artery was occluded for 3min and released for 4min, and this procedure was 
repeated 4 x .  It was noticed that the temperature a t  P8 demonstrates an obviously 
decreased temperature decay after the third and fourth cycle of occlusion. This reflects a 
decreased local blood perfusion, which might be caused by either thermal change to local 
microvasculature or embolization of a local arteriole. 

Figure 7. 

3.4. Compurison of'cooling coeficients 
The cooling coefficient (k,.) value for H experiments1 was (3.7 f 0.6) x 10' sec-I. 

The k,, value for HO* was (3.3 f 0.4) x sec-'. The two sample t tests demonstrated 
no significant difference between the k,. for the H and HO groups (p > 0.05). For 
HIO, the mean k,. values from individual thermocouples were calculated from four 
experiments for each cycle of occlusion (Figure 7). Then the total k,. for all cycles was 
calculated as the mean of those values for k, from individual experiments. These 
values were then analysed using the two sample t tests. The k,  (f S.E) in first cycle of 
the occlusion in H I 0  was (6.3 f 0.9) x lo-' sec-l and significantly larger than those 
for H and HO, but it decreased with each subsequent cycle ((5.4 f 0.8) x lo-' sec-l, 
(4.4 f 0.8) x sec-I, and (3.2 f 0.4) x lo-' sec-' for the second, third and fourth 
occlusion cycles respectively). The k,. for the last cycle was not significantly diflerent 
from those for H and HO (Figure 8). 

3.5. Histo1ogicul.finding.v 
A gross view did not show any obvious abnormality except that the kidney was 

$From four heating-alone experiments, including one from H. one from preheating in H I 0  
and two from preheating in HO; the mean of the k,. values from each individual thermocouple 
in each experiment was determined, then the mean of these means was calculated. 

*The k,. value for HO was derived from four HO experiments in a similar manner to that 
used to obtain the k,. values for H. 
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Comparison of Cooling Coefficients 

T 

T T 

H1O.l H10.2 H10.3 H10.4 HO 

1, 
H 

3 1  

iling coeficients (k, .)  for H I 0  (HIO. I ,  H10.2, H10.3 and H10.4 representing the 
k,. for each cycle of the occlusion from 3 H I 0  experiments), HO (derived from 4-HO 
experiments), and H (from four heating alone experiments, including one form H, one 
from preheating prior to H I 0  and two from preheating prior to HO). Note that the k,. for 
the first cycle of occlusion in H I 0  was larger than those for HO and H, but it decreased 
with each subsequent cycle, so that the k,. for H10.4 was not significantly different from 
those for HO and H. 

Table 2. Histological data analysis. 

Congestion Cloudy swelling Hydropic degeneration 

Group H I 0  0 H I 0  HO H I 0  0 H I 0  HO H I 0  0 H I 0  HO 

Numberof 2 4 3 5 3 2 4 3 5 3 2 4 3 5 3 
specimen 
Rank 
I(-) 
W+/-) 
HI(+)  2 1 3  2 1 1 3 2 4  3 
IV(++) 2 2 3 4 2 4 2 3 2 1 1 1 1  
V(+ + +) 1 
Median 4 3.5 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 3.5 3 3 3 3 

slightly swollen. Under microscopic examination, expansive congestion existed, and 
cloudy swelling and hydropic degeneration appeared sporadically on the specimens 
examined. There was no significant difference (the Wilcoxon rank sum test) between 
kidneys treated with HO and HI0 (Table 2). 
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4. Discussion 
4.1. Deletion of bloodjow cooling is the main reason for  the improved temperature 
homogeneity 

In this study we have shown that renal artery occlusion combined with renal 
hyperthermia improves temperature homogeneity. Theoretically, when heating with- 
out occlusion, the energy deposited would be dissipated more effectively in regions 
closer to large vessels than in regions farther away from such vessels. Therefore, 
temperature heterogeneity would develop as demonstrated in Figure 2. In the clinical 
practice of hyperthermia without occlusion, highly perfused regions such as that 
around thermocouple ‘P3’ in Figure 2 might be under-heated and cause regrowth of 
tumour. Also, poorly perfused regions, such as that around thermocouple ‘P6’ in 
Figure 2, might form ‘hot spots’ leading to patient pain and to potential complica- 
tions. In contrast, under conditions of occlusion, only the differential intensity 
attenuation in the kidney itself (Sarvazyan et al. 1983) and thermal conductivity 
occurring mainly between the surface of the kidney and the surrounding tissues would 
contribute in heterogeneous temperature distribution. In our experimental protocol, 
all the thermocouples were inserted at the same depth with respect to the ultrasound 
applicator in the attenuating tissues, thus the improvement of the temperature 
homogeneity obtained here mainly reflects a change of temperature homogeneity in 
one plane. The temperature homogeneity for different planes can also be improved as 
we have demonstrated using a kidney phantom. (Jia et al. 1994, 1995). 

4.2. Occlusion increases heating eficiency for  the target organ 
A difference of a factor of 2.5 in the HEF between the occlusion and non- 

occlusion experiments clearly demonstrates that occlusion can make heating of 
the target organ more efficient. This is as expected and agrees with the study of 
Hynynen et al. (1989), where a difference factor of five was observed when the 
normalized temperature index (which we call HEF) was compared between tempera- 
ture increase under fully perfused and non-perfused conditions. A similar heating 
efficiency improvement was also observed by Levin et al. (1994) when a tourniquet 
was applied to a patient’s leg. An increased heating efficiency means shorter time and/ 
or lower power will be needed to reach the target temperature. Thus, side effects such 
as skin burns and unexpected overheating of overlapping tissue (discussed below) 
would be less likely to occur. 

4.3. Occlusion can decrease unwanted heating of the surrounding tissue 
The prolonged duration of heating caused the temperature in the lumbar muscle 

to rise to a much higher level in the hyperthermia alone experiments (Figure 6). The 
difference between the lumbar muscle temperatures during heating with and without 
the occlusion, however, was due to the difference between the blood perfusion of the 
kidney and that of the muscle. For example, the blood perfusion rate for resting 
skeletal muscle is from 2 to 20 ml/min/ 100 g, while that for kidney can be from 350 to 
550 ml/min/lOO g (Rowell 1974). This differential blood flow would result in poorly 
perfused surrounding tissues, such as the lumbar muscle, being overheated by the time 
the target temperature in the kidney was reached. Under occlusion conditions, this 
differential effect would be diminished. 

This protection of surrounding tissues with lower blood perfusion than the target 
organ could have significant importance in clinical hyperthermia because, for deep- 
seated tumours, tissues with different perfusion rates are likely to overlap each other 
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in the heating beam. Often, overheating of the surrounding tissue can be a limiting 
factor for regional hyperthermia (Feldmann 1991). The fact that the lumber muscle 
was situated behind the kidney where the ultrasound intensity would have been 
attenuated further emphasizes the importance of the potential protection by the 
occlusion technique for surrounding tissues during hyperthermia. 

4.4. Damage to the renal artery 
The unexpected change of the cooling coefficient with the number of occlusions in 

the H I 0  groups (Figure 7,s)  could be due to the reaction of normal tissue to increased 
blood perfusion in response to the increased surrounding temperatures. Also, the 
development of acidic conditions caused by temporary occlusion would cause local 
blood vessels to dilate. Both of these effects would lead to an increased renal artery 
perfusion after the release of the occlusion, and would explain the significantly 
increased cooling coefficient after the first cycle of the occlusion. Alternatively, there 
might have been damages to or spasm of the renal artery or embolization of its 
branches due to the repeated use of the surgical tourniquet. This could eventually 
decrease perfusion. This possibility is supported by the following observations: (a) In 
a non-heating experiment, we measured the perfusion rate of the kidney before and 
after occlusion of the aorta or renal artery respectively. We found that, after release of 
the occlusion of the renal artery, the perfusion rate did not reach the pre-occlusion 
level for a substantial period of time; (b) in an H I 0  experiment we observed an 
obvious decrease in the rate of temperature decay in one region of the kidney 
(Figure 7, thermocouple ‘P8’) relative to that in other regions. This suggests 
damage to localized blood perfusion caused either by the embolism of a local arteriole 
or by hyperthermia damage to local vasculature. 

The lack of difference between the cooling coefficient for the last cycle of the 
occlusion in HI0  and that for HO was noticed. Repeated use of the tourniquet, which 
could be a main reason for the damage to the renal artery during HIO, was not the 
case in HO, but a much longer continuous occlusion as well as a higher average 
temperature in the kidney throughout the occlusion might have impaired renal blood 
circulation and resulted in thermal decay similar to that seen at the end of HIO. 

These observations indicate the likelihood that damage was caused by the 
occlusion technique itself which was at least partially responsible for the reduction 
of the renal blood perfusion. It is anticipated that this damage would be significantly 
reduced if a balloon catheter, instead of a tourniquet, is used. Studies in interventional 
radiology, especially the employment of balloon catheters in angioplasty and 
therapeutic embolization, have indicated that selective transient occlusion of arteries 
in deep-seated organs is technically feasible and reliable (Gerlock and Mirfakhraee 
1985). It can be applied to almost all major arteries and their branches (Gerlock and 
Mirfakhraee 1985). Theoretically, it can be easily and more safely (compared with the 
use in angioplasty where over-dilation of pathologically narrowed vessels is necessary) 
used in hyperthermia treatment to block the blood supply and thus to facilitate 
hyperthermia. Furthermore, transcatheter infusion of anticancer drugs to treat 
malignant disease has been practiced for many years all around the world (Coldwell 
and Mortime 1989). Therefore it would be possible to combine local chemotherapy, 
ischemia, and hyperthermia together to treat malignant tumours. 

4.5. Intermittent versus continuous occlusion during hyperthermia 
In clinical practice there are more cases where the tumours are supplied by 
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multiple blood vessels than by single ones, such as colon cancer, malignant disease in 
pelvic organs and metastatic diseases. Consequently, a regional, instead of a localized, 
blockage of blood supply (such as transient occlusion of the abdominal aorta for 
treatment of abdominal tumours) would be necessary to facilitate hyperthermia 
treatment. Thus during the combination of hyperthermia with occlusion the impor- 
tance of protection for normal tissues cannot be over-emphasized. Baker and Wright 
(1983) and Morris et al. (1977) reported that the incidence of heat-induced necrosis in 
the feet or tails of rats and mice respectively was increased by obstruction of the blood 
supply. However, Baker and Wright (1983) also reported that when intermittent 
occlusion of the blood supply to the tumour in the legs or tails of the mice was 
employed with hyperthermia a high tumour cure rate was maintained with damage to 
normal tissue virtually eliminated. 

We had expected that H I 0  would cause less damage to kidney tissue than HO. 
However, our study was not able to show this difference histologically. Several factors 
could explain this result. First, there is the uncertainty of the release of the 
occlusion after each cycle during HIO, which could have prolonged the effective 
total occlusion time of the renal artery for H I 0  relative to that for HO. A second 
possibility could be that reperfusion injury might cause more damage with H I 0  than 
with HO. During ischemia Xanthine dehydrogenase, a NAD' dependent dehydro- 
genase (XDH), is converted to the oxidant-producing Xanthine oxidase (XO) (Parks 
et al. 1988). Xanthine oxidase has the ability to generate H202  and 0; during the 
oxidation of hypoxanthine or xanthine. Then, through their interaction (Haber-Weiss 
reaction) another potent oxidizing agent, the hydroxyl radical ( a  OH), is formed. The 
result of oxygen radical formation is damage to an entire array of biomolecules found 
in tissues (Weiss 1986). This conversion is proportional to the duration of ischemia. 
A burst of oxidant formation takes place immediately after reperfusion and lasts 
for 2-5 min (Zimmerman and Granger 1992). Since there might be more chances for 
oxidants to form during H I 0  than during HO, reperfusion might be expected to cause 
more damage to kidney tissue in H I 0  than in HO. 

Several other possibilities should also be considered, including the fact that the 
size of the sample may not be large enough and the method employed to assess 
damage may not have been sensitive enough or suitable to distinguish differences 
which existed. In terms of temperature homogeneity, H I 0  seems better than H but 
poorer than HO, though none of the differences were statistically significant. One of 
the differences between H I 0  and HO was that during HO the equilibrium state was 
obtained when the target temperature was reached and the power adjusted, while 
during H I 0  this equilibrium state was lacking owing to the very short period of 
occlusion. Thus the following protocols could be worth considering. 

4.6. What is the feasibility for a combination of occlusion and short heating? 
From our studies described here, and those by Levin et al. (1994), it seems that 

the best way to induce a more homogeneous temperature distribution is to apply 
complete occlusion in the treatment field. As discussed in 54.5, in clinical practice, a 
regional instead of localized occlusion might often be required. Occlusion combined 
with conventional heating, HO, as noted in $ $3.1 to 3.3, might be too long 
to avoid normal tissue from being damaged. A differential reaction to increased 
temperature and accumulated wastes of normal tissue from that of malignant tissue 
might give normal tissue some advantage to lessen the damage. However, increased 
vulnerability to ischemia under hyperthermia has to be considered seriously. According 
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to Lieberthal et al. (l988), 1 min normal-thermic ischemia is equivalent to 40 min 
hypothermic (27°C) ischemia in terms of histological change of kidney tissue. It can 
be expected that under hyperthermia (42-45°C) the tolerance of normal tissue to 
ischemia will be dramatically decreased. 

One possibility to improve temperature homogeneity in HIO, as has been implied 
by the comparison of the protocol between H I 0  and HO in Q 4.5, could be to combine 
intermittent occlusion with more rapid heating techniques (Hunt et al. 1991). This 
might result in both homogenous temperature distribution and diminished impact of 
the hyperthermia ischemia on the surrounding tissues. Rapid heating (e.g. less 1 min) 
makes it  possible for tissue temperature to reach the target level in a very short time 
and subsequent adjustment of the power would lead to an equilibrium with a good 
temperature homogeneity. On the other hand, occlusion makes more efficient heating, 
and subsequently, the power would be lowered and/or the time would be shortened to 
reach the target temperature, which is helpful to diminish the impact of the technique 
on the surrounding tissues. A limitation of this technique is the necessity of scanning 
the beam through the treatment field because of the small size of the high intensity 
region of the focused ultrasound beam (ter Haar et al. 1991, Hynynen et al. 1993). 

An alternative proposal is to use an intermediate treatment time (e.g. -4min) and 
higher temperature (e.g. 48"C), which would be long enough so that the temperature 
plateau can be reached in the treatment volume while the surrounding tissue, which 
might have lower blood perfusion, would not be overheated. As well, this longer 
treatment time allows a significantly reduced intensity for the hyperthermia source, 
thus larger treatment fields can be used effectively. 

5. Conclusion 
In summary, we have demonstrated that apart from increasing heating efficiency, 

transient ischemia induced by occlusion of the renal artery during heat treatment 
can improve renal temperature homogeneity. Equally important, the occlusion can 
effectively avoid overheating of surrounding tissue, which could be very significant 
to clinical practice. Employment of intermittent occlusion and rapid heating might 
demonstrate better protection of normal tissue than continuous occlusion. More 
sensitive methods need to be explored to address ischemia and reperfusion injury in 
hyperthermia. 
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